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About This Game

A thousand years of peace are shattered by betrayal, political upheaval, and war. Play as the hero Carrion Iblis, as the story of
Siegfried, the Empire's true successor, plunges the world further and further into darkness.

Immerse yourself in a world of conflict as several opposing factions clash for dominance over the Archaelus Empire and its
people. Take up the mighty blade of Carrion Iblis as he and his friends tear through a massive web of manipulation. Theirs is a

journey that will crack open the doors of destiny, setting the stage for a truly epic struggle for the fate of the world!

In this adventure, Carrion must clash against enemies from within and without. He will face down his own countrymen, repel an
invasion of undead foes, conquer his personal demons, find love, and challenge the power of the heavens.

Deadly Sin 2 is a 20-30 hour fantasy RPG epic. It is not a direct sequel to Deadly Sin 1; much like the games in the Final
Fantasy series, Deadly Sin 2 is merely the next in a line of spiritual successors to the original. Deadly Sin 2 boasts a massively

improved battle and menu system, as well as all-new features.

1) A fully scripted, back-view, conditional turn-based battle system by Mithran. This is a sophisticated evolution of the
traditional RPG battle formula that includes a winner-take-all threat system, and new stats, including Speed, Build, Shield Block,

MP Regen, and Equipment Weight.

2) An original soundtrack written by the game creator, Harmonic.

3) A large amount of dynamic, enjoyable, and rewarding side-quests that bring the world to life!
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4) Augment system: customize any weapon, shield, or helm/body/arm armor with augments that you find or purchase around the
world. Augments add stats, status effects, elemental changes, and other enhancements that are endlessly fun to play around with.

5) In-depth skill point system: each PC has a unique skill tree. Invest skill points gained from leveling up or completing quests.
If you don't like how your character is developing, you can have your skill points refunded at an inn!

6) Monster nodes: find these nodes to disable random encounters and obtain skill points. If you want to fight enemies again, the
monster nodes can be turned back on at your will!

7) Mouse interface: you can use the mouse to do almost everything, including movement. You can choose not to use the mouse
by simply moving it off screen. Use Alt-Enter to toggle full screen mode.
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nostalgia sucks. Very fun and good management game. A real Classic if I do say so myself!. lazy and toxic devs, horribly crafted
game.. Be,che dire...questo gioco ha molte pecche per esempio il prezzo troppo alto quando ci sono FPS arena migliori e F2P.
E poi i requisiti, a me mi gira UT4 in grafica minima a 800x600 per\u00f2 mi gira a 50-60 fps e com'\u00e8 possibile che
questo non mi giri che i dettagli sono inferiori secondo me poi non c'\u00e8 un cazzo di nessuno nei server... Ho richiesto il
rimborso e per ora \u00e8 un no,no e no. really good quality. This game is actually worth the few dollars that you'll spend to get
it plus its multiplayer......so come join and try to beat me :P
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Rating: 8/10 -- ★★★★★★★★☆☆
Valve: Please change recommendation/review system to use a 10 point star system. Much more accurate than "yes/no".

However, not as great anymore now that the community ditched it after the devs ditched it.

Demo the game at least! It's a very nice multipurpose game. Shoot tanks, Guard Base, Score Goals, do whatever you feel like
when you play. Team play is recommended for survival.. had this for a few years now, been very impressed with it, the dual
voltage makes it possible to go on any electrified route under its own power, the sounds are good and detail excellent, worth the
\u00a311.99. Fun game with a bit of strategy involved. Really fun with friends and such. I feel like the customization is a bit
limited unless you wish to spend money to unlock everything, but in my opinion it isn't a need so personally i did not purches it.
Ranking system is cool but is basically just your level and does not accurately represent skill. I've seen golds that are worse then
some bronze and silver players. Still would recommend this. 7.5-10.. EDIT: The developer contacted me and apologized for the
issue and was working to fix it. I am going to give the game another go and review accordingly.

On the first level fell out of the world. Nice. Refunding this game, whoever reads this DONT GET THIS GAME! Totally not
worth the money.. I seriously don't understand all the recommendations this game's getting. Yes, the dev is still involved, but the
game isn't fun. At least not yet. Be willing to just sit and look at the computer play the game once you've made land and put up a
few buildings. The game's default save directory is the document's folder. Just avoid until it's out of beta and then take another
look.. Save the Dodos is a highly addictive puzzle game where the aim on most levels is (surprise surprise) to save as many
Dodos as you can. There are 4 worlds and each world has 25 levels in it to complete. Most of the time you are asked to save a
set number of Dodos, though some levels will ask you collect fruit and store it away in a nest or simply survive for a certain
amount of time whilst avoiding enemies and enviromental hazards. As you progress through the world's the enemies become
tougher and more in numbers on some levels, but the game does a good job of never making you feel overwhelmed to the point
of rage quitting. As with most good puzzle games you will spend ages looking at a puzzle and trying to figure out the solution,
only to see it was staring you in the face all along. The art beautifully done and the soundtrack is one that you can happily listen
too in the background without ever feeling the need to mute it. For anyone who likes the classic game Lemmings or if you just
enjoy a good puzzle game then this game is a must play. Also at \u00a31.99 the value for money is great :)

Trading cards, badges, emoticons, etc are in!:
Sorry it took so long.

I've added all the steam goodies to Deadly Sin 2.

Enjoy and I <3 you all

Phil. Please follow us on Social Media to follow our progress on new games!:
TWITTER: https://twitter.com/NibblesDragon?lang=en
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/Dancing-Dragon-games-97837061431/

Hello, long time no speak. We are making a new game and it's going to be HUGE!

As usual I am slow to update social media, but I am going to do my best to post updates on it. Weekly perhaps, if not, bi-weekly.

If you want to support our development, please do subscribe to our Twitter and/or Facebook pages. We will be posting game
development updates on the regular, sales of existing games, crowdfunding if we do it, game releases of course, etc.

Thank you so much. I cannot express how great it is to hear from fans and players. That's by far the best part of this whole
thing.

Sincerely,
Phil
Dancing Dragon Games. Virgo VS The Zodiac at BitSummit 7 Spirits this weekend!:
A big hello to all the Degica fans out there!
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We here at Degica Games are proud to announce our publishing partnership with Moonana the team behind the unforgiving
timed action turn-based JRPG Virgo Vs The Zodiac! (VVTZ for short!)

Get ready to "Embark on a cosmic quest to follow your fate, or defy your destiny" this Autumn 2019.

store.steampowered.com/app/920320/Virgo_Vs_The_Zodiac/

Along with the news of our publishing partnership, Degica and Moonana will be attending Japan's largest Indie Game event, 
BitSummit 7 Spirits[bitsummit.org], from June 1st & 2nd at Miyako Messe in Kyoto. If you are in Kyoto come on by and
check out the special Virgo Vs The Zodiac demo we will have on display and meet the Moonana team!

About Virgo VS The Zodiac:
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